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About This Software

3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organic or hard surface model.

KEY FEATURES

Easy Texturing & PBR

Microvertex, Per-pixel or Ptex painting approaches

Realtime Physically Based Rendering viewport with HDRL

Smart Materials with easy set-up options

Multiple paint Layers. Popular blending modes. Layer groups

Tight interaction with Photoshop

Texture size up to 16k

Fast Ambient Occlusion and Curvature map calculation
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Rich toolset for all kind of painting tasks, and more...

Digital Sculpting

No topological constraints. Sculpt as you would with Clay

Complex boolean operations. Fast kit bashing workflow

Adaptive dynamic tesselation (Live Clay)

Dozens of fast and fluid sculpting brushes

Boolean operations with crisp edges

3D Printing Export Wizard.

Ultimate Retopo Tools

Auto-retopology (AUTOPO) with user-defined edge loops

Fast and easy-to-use manual Retopo tools

Possibility to import reference mesh for retopologization

Retopo groups with color palette for better management

Advanced baking settings dialog

Fast & Friendly UV Mapping

Professional toolset for creating and editing UV-sets

Native Global Uniform (GU) unwrapping algorithm

Multiple UV-sets support and management

Support ABF, LSCM, and Planar unwrapping algorithms

Individual islands tweaking

Lastly, it is fast, easy, and fun to use.

3DCoat Amateur version vs. the Professional version

3DCOAT AMATEUR

No commercial usage, but you may earn money from TF2 and DOTA 2 items.

Textures size to export is limited to 2048x2048

Limited to 7 layers

3DCOAT PROFESSIONAL
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The ultimate set of 3DCoat tools and features.

Rights to use 3D-Coat commercially.
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Crazy, gorgeous.. Love this game,East to understand,this can be fantastisk ��. This game reminds me of the arcade games I
played when I was a child, and I miss it very much. The game is very difficult. I can only play the fourth pass. The scenery is
beautiful, and it's not bad on the whole.. I'm pretty sure people only get this to spell out their names with the achievements....
AirBucc has always been a LAN party favourite for my group of friends, and we've been playing since it was a UT2k4 mod.
Having missed a few of our yearly LANs and having only played the updated version the other night, I figure it's time for a
review.

So, this version --

Yeah, the servers are kinda dead.
Yeah, the RPG elements don't add a lot to it.

But oh my god, there is nothing more fun that screaming at friends to turn that blasted balloon starboard 15º so you can launch a
cannonball at some scurvy skallywags. Folks who are giving it bad reviews simply haven't played it in the right environment.

It's also a TON easier to play since the UT2k4 version, since you don't need separate people to load, aim and fire the cannons.
Although I liked how much teamwork that required (Making it especially great for LANs), I definitely like how the focus in
now much more on flying (Which is also WAY less finicky now) and shooting.. I didnt really get it, Its kinda an obscure puzzle
platformer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhWhBW1f7uI&list=PL3g25GfHOMYdA9Nvn6wr6lQ21LWW9Wa7U&index=38. A
great game and really one of a kind. It has elemnts of RPG, RTS, space simulation, lots of exploration, intresting and complex
plot. And for this price it's not even a bargain, it's a steal.. 5/10
I wanted to like this game, but the puzzles were really dull and repetitive and there was no real sense of conflict. I loved the
exploration, but it just felt that there was no real reason to continue playing once I'd gotten so far in.. I like anything to do with
drag racing and I have rated this positive because of the fact codemasters have managed to capture fun aspect of drag racing, I
enjoy the mode it did take a little practice to get one of the drag car down the strip with a good time.

Negative side is you cant do burnouts to heat the tyers maybe in the future they will add it if they do that would be the icing on
the cake.
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i got a coupon for it and had some money in my steam wallet. tbh i didnt expect it to be pretty good but its amazing for a 1
dollar game. the controls are od but you will get used to it. This game is absolutly incredible. I rarely write a review but this one
really deserves it. Its a classic style shooter and runs flawlessly and glitch free in VR on my Vive with a i7600K, 32 gig ram \/
NVidia 980ti. First of all at $1.99 its a steal. You have your ship in one hand and a crystal collector which converts to a shield
when it is powered up. Your enemies are drones that shoot at you and you shoot asteriods of various sizes to get the crystals as
well as getting them from the drones and other enemies. You go through waves and between the shooting you go through narrow
areas that completey surround you and the immersive feeling is so intense and polished. It has great graphics with an amazing
mezmorizing soundtract that adds so much to the game. Music is such a huge part of any VR experence and there are SO many
devolopers that have great sounding music when your viewing their videos at the Steam store and you buy the game and theres
little or nothing. Now the very slight negative. The game is very hard and just to get to the 3rd or 4th wave is a huge
acomplishment which is about 8 minutes long. You only have one life and when your ship gets too many hits (15 to be percise)
thats it..."GAME OVER". If it was a little less difficult, maybe 3 lives and more waves and a few different enviorments, I would
easily pay $10-15 dollars for it. At $1.99, there is absolutely no excuse to not get this game, I promise.....you will NOT regret it!.
This game looked good for my kids aged 3-6, but you need good reading skills to play (practically no other way to work out how
to play or what things mean), which rules out the younger kids, and it isn't that easy to follow what's going on. I would say it
might be good for kids around age 8+

It is not good for younger kids than that.. At first, I didn't like this dlc at all because I thought it would give me total freedom in
modifying my cars. But that's not possible. You'll have to choose between a certain number of cars. But these are brutal. At least
when you are done with all the modifications you can aplly.. When do we not play risk?. Look, I could go 50/50 on this game as
to whether or not I'd give it a recommendation or not. If you're new to the series, then you really can't go wrong in terms of what
this game has to offer. It's pretty easy to pick up, gives you a huge range of countries to take control of (ie. you can take the
reigns of an Australian state team, English county club and so forth...), you can play all forms of the game and make all the key
decisions you could wish for, such as signing players, developing them, changing the type of pitch you want, deciding on your
line up and so on.

I'm giving this a positive review because of the above as this is, hands down, the best of it's type on the market. You really won't
find better.

However, for repeat buyers of this series, you'll find yourself disappointed as to the progression the developers have made to the
game over the last 4-5 years. While they have added more countries, updated the UI a little and given us the chance to coach a
team through T20, ODI and tests, they haven't really done much else. You could potentially play Cricket Captain 2014 and have
essentially the same game. I think the developers need to challenge themselves a little as I think they're getting lazy.

For example, the one major thing that is lacking in this game is the ability to see a players skill level. After all this time, how can
you not have this in the game? Are they too scared to do it, or do they not have the capacity? By now they should have at least
something like a 'five star skill and potential level', where you can see their skill level now, and what they could improve to. It's
as simple as that. When signing young players it is nigh on impossible to know if they'll be good or not. You can sometimes go
by their average, but that still doesn't tell you much.

Also, the match engine has been the same for so long. The commentary as well. I think I can recall playing Cricket Captain 2
and hearing the exact same commentary then. Isn't it time for an update? Couldn't they put aside the little things they say they
do and look to overhaul how the game looks a little? I think I've seen enough pull shots go through mid off to last a life time.

Again, if you're new to this series then you can't go wrong. If you want to manage a cricket team, then this is the game for you.
However, seasoned players could be encouraged to steer clear. For me, I don't think I'll buy another iteration of this game until
they make some serious changes, especially with how you can see the ability level of a player. Until they do that then it will just
feel as though I'm playing the same game year after year after year.. The game is dead, unfortunatelly it has no players, this is
sad.. I'm sorry it would be a great interesting and challenging game if it wasnt for two things. one:you could easily dipose of
objects that are vital you have (then you start the game over because of it).two: i dont know whether its that i have windows 8 or
not but when i go to the menu (after playing a couple of hours on it ) its all glitched out and no sellection to save,new game
options or anything...the graplics are still there but the screen is shortend and there is little blue screens coming up all around
you still have your cursor but there is nothing to select! ....i love the game most of the time ( other than when im stuck) but i
wouldnt recomend it to anyone who gets really wound up about it not saving and glitching or is not really good at science to
work out what to do.. Great movie, a true classic in the Saw Franchise. Story will make sense in the end, great date night with
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my girlfriend 21\/06\/18. Steam's rental system is very good, $5 for 48 hours is a fair price. Very thrilling movie and some of
the most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I've seen!. Game was awesome. It really
makes you think throughout the whole game and has awesome music in it. Would def play the game if i were you
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